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Celebration of Life
IN LOVING MEMORY OF OUR SON

February 24, 2000 - February 26, 2023



Gavyn Tovar Deveraux

Gavyn loved art, photography, to draw and create digital art. 
These are a few of his works.

Gavynne Eduardo Rodriguez, age 23, was born February 24, 2000 at 8:58pm. On 
February 26th at 7:15am, two days after his 23rd birthday, Gavyn Tovar Deveraux took 
his last breath and transitioned from this earth to his eternal rest. 

Gavyn was a talented artist and graphic designer throughout his short life.  As a child 
drawing and creating was his passion.  He was the 37th Annual Tejano Conjunto Festival 
Poster Contest Winner representing Henry Ford Alameda School of Art and Design. 
Gavyn was an amazing young man and the inspiration for the 2012 Pride Bigger Than 
Texas Theme: SA-No H8 City, in which he was an official 2012 Grand Marshal. He 
traveled abroad and experienced life to the fullest. Gavyn enjoyed reading, anime, 
playing video games, and spending time with his friends and family. Gavyn loved animals 
and the pets he had over the years were the happiest when with their companion. As a 
child he would often help his grandfather Emilio maintain the ESM Ranch in D’Hanis, 
TX. Gavyn was a loving son, grandson and cousin. His whit, charm, sense of humor and 
boisterous laughter will be deeply missed by all who love him.  

Gavyn was born to parents MindaAaleize Tovar and Eduardo Cantu Rodriguez in San 
Antonio, TX; he was preceded in death by his maternal grandfather, Emilio Tovar Jr. 

Gavyn is survived by his mother, MindaAaleize Tovar; uncle, Emilio Tovar III; cousin, 
Emilio Tovar IV; the Tovar, the Sierra and the Rivera families. His father, Eduardo Cantu 
Rodriguez; stepmother, Vanessa Rodriguez; sister, Zayda Rae Rodriguez and brother, 
Jax Levi Rodriguez. Grandmother, Rosa Rodriguez; grandfather, Roberto Rodriguez; 
uncle, Roberto Rodriguez Jr. and family; aunt, Jessika Rodriguez; cousin, Jaeven 
Rodriguez and aunt, Rosalinda Rodriguez and family. Many people came into the life of 
Gavyn who loved him as their own; grandmother, Lucinda Juarez; grandfather, Benny 
Juarez; godfather, James Poindexter and godfather, Phillip Barcena. 
 

 



Gavynne Eduardo Rodriguez

You’re my heart, soul, inspiration, motivation, joy, love ...


